Dear Friend,
We believe that when we talk to you about progress made towards finding a way to stop ALS, such
progress needs to be more than just in concept: it must be reality. As focused researchers, we are making
progress to accomplish our mission – an effective treatment for ALS – and since the last annual report
we have made concrete strides towards achieving that goal. Some of these are contained through the
following pages.
Everything we have done, and will do, to fight this disease is possible only because of your generous
support. Joining us in this endeavor are thousands of other likeminded patients, families and friends that
have made a similar commitment to own responsibility for solving ALS. Progress on realizing that vision
truly is possible only through the continued support we receive – this is your lab. As a team we wish to
express our deepest appreciation and commitment to you.
Over the past year, your generosity has enabled the implementation of cutting-edge technologies for
understanding the molecular mechanisms for stopping the progression of ALS, as well as identifying
important biomarkers of its onset. This report provides an update on our overall progress, as well as
specific milestones that we have reached along the way. We encourage your feedback and ask that you
continue to stay up-to-date and informed regarding the progress you make possible at ALS TDI.
New team members have advanced the pace of our work and new tools have allowed us to view the
disease in ways not before thought possible. We have also entered into important and goal-oriented
collaborations with top research institutes and corporations, which provide additional expertise in making
the largest attack possible of ALS a reality. Today, ALS TDI is able to move quicker towards incorporating
the vast knowledge gained about ALS because of your continued trust and investment.
This is your lab and we welcome you to visit the Institute whenever possible. Making progress towards
a goal calls on our belief that such a goal will be reached, and know that we will follow through as the
breakthroughs arise. We thank you for your support, your guidance and for your confidence.
Sincerely,

Steve Perrin, Ph.D. | Alan Gill, Ph.D. | Fernando Vieira, M.D. | Jeyanthi Ramasubbu, Ph.D. | John M. Lincecum, Ph.D. John
McCarty, Ph.D. | Vladimir Morozov, Ph.D. | Jerry De Zutter, Ph.D. | Guangde Li, M.D. | Gordon Roble, DVM
Bashar Al-Nakhala | Samantha Crocker | Matt Ferola | Annette Ferrari | Michael Kaufmann | Josh Kidd | Carlos Maya
Beth Levine | Andy Moreno | Reenu Pandey | Ricky Sanchez | Shawn Sullivan | Ken Thompson | Trang Tieu
Monica Z. Wang | Weiqun Zhang | Nancy Kelly | Sean Scott
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At the ALS Therapy Development Institute, we are driven by a single,
profoundly important goal – to discover viable treatments for ALS as
quickly as possible.

a single, profoundly important goal
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ALS TDI: A Collaboration of Hope
and Science for Today’s Patients
Mission: To use entrepreneurial spirit and techniques to aggressively seek out,
develop, and deliver promising therapies to slow, arrest and cure ALS. ALS TDI is
executing the world’s largest research and development program focused exclusively on ALS.

An Interdisciplinary Team
A staff of over 30 scientists and technicians work on behalf of ALS patients to
discover and advance the best new ideas to stop ALS.

o RNA & Protein Validation			
o Computational Biology			
o In Vitro Validation			
o Gene Expression			
o Pharmacology			

o Cell & Molecular Biology		
o Analytical Chemistry
o In Vivo Validation
o Bioinformatics
o Histology

Focued on Finding Solutions
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis = ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease)

o 30, 000+ ALS patients in the U.S.
o 350,000+ patients worldwide
o A new case every 90 mintues
o No known cause, no known cure
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A world-class scientific research center, built by and for ALS
patients, ALS TDI is a nonprofit biotechnology company that
combines the proven methods and best practices used in
industry with the passion of a nonprofit mission. Our research
team is executing the largest discovery biology and drug
development project possible today to combat ALS.

Built by and for ALS patients
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Understanding Gene and
Protein Expression to Stop ALS
The focus of the ALS Therapy Development Institute’s translational
research program is simple in concept: determine the molecular
signatures associated with the disease and leverage that
knowledge to develop highly targeted therapeutic interventions
for ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease). This approach is the same used by
major pharmaceutical companies to address disease indications
they perceive as more profitable. This approach can be applied
to an orphan disease, such as ALS, only in a nonprofit setting such
as ALS TDI.
A major initiative at ALS TDI toward this goal is to determine the
changes in gene and protein expression – biological markers
– that define and mark disease onset and progression. In practice,
this results in the assemblage of an enormous amount of data,
or knowledge. ALS TDI is moving quickly to characterize the
expression of genes and proteins in various preclinical animal
models, as well as from human, clinical samples from both
sporadic and familial cases of ALS.

Pictured: A “protein map” which shows the functional interaction
links between the hundreds of proteins, compiled through ALS
TDI research, that alter with disease. These maps can be used to
reveal important molecular pathways to which therapeutics can
be targeted.
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As determined by an independent financial audit, 86% of every dollar donated to
ALS TDI goes towards funding its research program aimed at the development of
effective therapeutics for ALS. This emphasis of funding directed towards research
submitted a landmark paper
rather than support services establishes ALS TDI as unique in the ALS charitable
community.

86% of every dollar going to research
establishes ALS TDI as unique
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Creating the Neurodegeneration
“KnowledgeSphere”
Genetics

GX data

Gene
Expression

GE data

Proteomics

Protdata

This schematic captures the work flow at ALS TDI. The process
initiates with the collection and analysis of information on the
disease, which allows projects to be prioritized. Targets for drug
development are validated in several ways, including in animal
models to support promotion to human clinical trials.
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ALS TDI has developed highly customized informatics software for organizing data about the disease and possible therapeutics. Referred to as the
KnowledgeSphere, this web of information contains data generated internally, such as from transcription and protein expression experiments, as well as
information gleaned from published literature and other sources. This process is designed to streamline information and data sharing between researchers
at ALS TDI and with our collaborators to optimize the prioritization of targets for drug development.
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Progress is impossible without change,
and those who cannot change their minds cannot change
anything.”
				

– George Bernard Shaw

Progress is impossible
without change
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Working Together to
Leave No Stone Unturned
Traditional barriers to the advancement of new ideas continue to be overcome at ALS TDI. By focusing on expanding our
collaboration and partnership efforts, ALS TDI has been able to execute the most comprehensive discovery research and drug
development program focused exclusively on ALS. To sustain and accelerate drug discovery, ALS TDI has grown its donor,
outreach and leadership activities.

Perhaps most importantly, ALS patients interacted with ALS TDI researchers in more
ways, and more often, over the last year than ever before - driving research and
challenging the status quo. In 2007, ALS TDI re-launched its ALS Research 101 seminar
visiting a dozen cities in six months and meeting with and fielding questions from
hundreds of ALS patients, family members and friends. ALS TDI also fills a crucial
information gap for the ALS community by hosting unique Quarterly Research Update
conference calls and monthly informational webinars. These programs are modeled
on those used to update commercial investors in for-profit corporations, and provide
a direct link for supporters on finding out how we are putting their donation to work
against ALS. Today’s ALS patients continue to motivate our research team by active
participation in the ALS Forum and through visits to the Institute.

ALS TDI is the world’s leading ALS research center and has created several crucial, strategic partnerships to facilitate the
mission of finding effective therapeutics. Working together with OCCOM (formerly Gene Logic), a world leader in the field of
gene expression, ALS TDI has gathered unprecedented data on the changed expression of genes for the disease in both mice
and humans. This information enables researchers to view the disease in new ways and thus propose novel therapeutics to
combat it. Simultaneously, the Institute has created a robust therapeutic development program leveraging gene therapy
technology. ALS TDI established a relationship with internationally known viral vector production specialists at Microbix.
Highly targeted vectors are created through this collaboration in order to deliver gene expression modifying therapeutics to
specific cell types.
ALS TDI also entered into a key collaboration with the Allen Institute for Brain Science. Under the terms of this agreement, the
Allen Institute will perform is situ hybridization (ISH) for genes, in the spinal cord and muscle, identified by ALS TDI researchers
as being associated with the disease’s progression. The aim of this work is to identify cells that are associated with changes
in gene expression so that treatments can be directed towards those cells specifically. This knowledge is vital to developing
highly-targeted therapeutics for ALS.
These are just a few of the strategic partnerships and collaborations ALS TDI has recently initiated. Throughout its existence,
the Institute has worked with dozens of for-profit, nonprofit and academic laboratories and institutions to discover effective
treatments for ALS. It is only through sustained increases in funding that ALS TDI will be able to continually harness
and leverage the power of new technologies and attract experienced and talented researchers that will apply the latest
understandings in biology to crack ALS. Fundamentally, the rate of discovery and development in ALS will be directly
proportional to the scale of funding that can be applied.
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It is our job at ALS TDI to make sure that no stone is left
unturned in our mission to find a way to stop this disease.
The team of people we have brought together, the
collaborators we work with, create an atmosphere where
innovation and the execution of the best ideas are able
to truly be
the driving forces.” 		

		

– Sean Scott, president, ALS TDI

no stone is left unturned
in our mission
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Recent Scientific
Accomplishments

ALS TDI acquired
the latest tools and
new talent in 2007.

o

Completed the world’s largest gene
transcriptome database for the ALS
mouse

o

Initialized the largest human gene
transcriptome database for ALS using
donated blood samples

o

Brokered a collaboration with
Microbix, Inc, for customized viral
vectors

o

Fully implemented a new generation
of LIMS laboratory management
software

o

Harnessed the power of robotic
technology to accelerate RNA
processing

o

Implemented Laser Capture
Microdissection (LCM) technology

o

Established collaboration with
Aptagen, LLC, to develop targetbinding Aptamer library for the
disease

o

Published benchmark paper
outlining optimal efficacy study
design for the SOD1 mouse model
based on statistical analysis of data
derived from >30,000 animals

o

Entered into contract with the Allen
Institute for Brain Science to conduct
in situ hybridization, allowing for
the identification of targeted gene
sequences in specific cell types
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ALS TDI president Sean Scott and colleagues submitted a
landmark paper in November 2007 on the optimal design for
efficacy studies using the SOD1 mouse model. The paper, titled
“Design, power and interpretation of studies in the standard
murine model of ALS”, appeared in the January 2008 issue of
the journal Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis.
Scott S, Kranz JE, Cole J, Lincecum JM, Thompson K, Kelly N, Bostrom A, Theodoss J, Al-Nakhala BM, Vieira
FG, Ramasubbu J, Heywood JA., Design, power, and interpretation of studies in the standard murine

model of ALS., Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. 2008; 9(1):4-15

landmark paper
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Leveraging Technology
to Fight ALS
The ALS TDI discovery biology program is built around
understanding the molecular signature of the disease. Laser
Capture Microdissection (LCM) allows our researchers to do
this with unprecedented precision.
The technique relies on laser scalpels to cut and lift individual
cells from tissue samples. These collected cells can then be
analyzed for RNA transcription signals of disease at onset and
during progression. A crucial cell type is the motor neurons
which are thought to play a central role in the disease and
are a focus of the application of LCM technology at ALS TDI.

The research staff at ALS TDI is a diverse team of
dedicated scientists, each bringing their own expertise
to solve ALS. Recently, the Institute added two new
members to the effort: a pair of high-powered robots.
These robots enable the research staff to conduct
experiments at all hours of the day, every day of the year.
Robots impact more than just throughput however; they
also can increase precision and speed of experiments,
allowing researchers to focus on tasks maximizing their
extensive experience in drug development. Currently
the robots at ALS TDI are being used to conduct
genotyping as well as mRNA processing for transcription
profiling studies.

Pictured: Annette Ferrari (foreground) conducts the capture of specific
cells using LCM technology at ALS TDI.

Pictured: Researchers, such as Wie Qun Zhang, take advantage of the new
robotics suite at ALS TDI. Following lab tradition, the robots were given
names by their colleagues and christened – “Yoda” and “Darth”.
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Each Wednesday at ALS TDI the entire science team gathers for a
“New Leads” meeting during which team members present, debate
and make collective decisions on which new ideas to test in the
lab. These “new leads” come from internal genomic and proteomic
information and recent publications in literature. Every strategic
decision made begins and ends with the question “How could this
help patients in the clinic today?”

“How could this
help patients in
the clinic today?”
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Family and Community Based
Fundraising Accelerates Research
ALS TDI is more than just a research center: it is
a collection of passionate families focused on
eradicating ALS, once and for all. These families
make a commitment and work closely with ALS
TDI staff to develop and participate in grassroots
fundraising and awareness activities. While
each family has their own, unique story to tell in
relationship to ALS, all join together in support
of our shared vision of a world where ALS can be
stopped.

TeamTDI
TeamTDI is one of the ways patients, families
and friends can join in the ALS TDI mission.
By creating a “Family Website” and through
fundraising and awareness initiatives, patients
and their communities drive ALS research;
contributing significant funds, ideas and
inspiration. In addition, supporters converse
with one another and our research staff
through the ALS Forum, the largest onlinediscussion board for the disease in the world.
And finally, through our new Ambassador
Program, many of our strongest supporters
function as liaisons to their local ALS
community. Currently, there are more than 50
trained Ambassadors throughout the country
and the program is growing rapidly.
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TeamTDI

BY THE
NUMBERS
100+ Active Websites
2600+ Forum Members
50+ Ambassadors

One Shared
Mission
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In 2007, ALS TDI reorganized its fundraising team into
five geographic regions; Northeast, Southeast, Midwest,
Southwest and West. This has enabled our staff to work
more closely with families in the battle against ALS
on fundraising and awareness efforts
in support of ALS research.

in support of ALS research
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Driving 4 Life
Driving 4 Life makes it fun and easy to support ALS research
through the game of golf. Co-founded by Tom Watson, his
caddy Bruce Edwards, PGA TOUR member Jeff Julian and their
wives in 2003, Driving 4 Life has grown to become America’s
premier golf based fundraising campaign supporting ALS
research. In 2007, nearly 6,000 people combined to raise
nearly $1.5 million through three programs: The Nationwide
Program, The Signature Series and The Driving 4 Life
Challenge. Since 2003, the Driving 4 Life campaign has
helped to organize more than 150 events and has raised more
than $6.5 million for research at ALS TDI.  

In 2007, The Tri-State Trek–
a 270 mile, 3-day
bike ride from Boston to
New York –grossed over

$370,000
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6,000 people combined
to raise nearly $1.5

million

Tri-State Trek
The Tri-State Trek is the fastest growing fundraising
program at ALS TDI. In its fifth year, more than
165 cyclists from as far away as Washington State
and Colorado rode 270 miles from Boston to New
York. Raising money and awareness for ALS TDI, the
Tri-State Trek’s call to arms “More Cowbell!” is about
more noise and more support for this “orphaned
disease” and its patients that will not be silenced.
TST cyclists overcome challenges and obstacles
once thought impossible and inspire themselves
and others. In 2007, the Tri-State Trek grossed over
$370,000, almost twice as much as in 2006, and 10
times more than its first year!
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ALS TDI reports its progress and accomplishments
directly to the ALS community in a variety of venues:
o ALS Research 101
		 (a traveling seminar)
o Responding to the ALS Crisis
		 (a monthly webinar)
o The ALS Forum (an online
		 discussion board)
o Leadership Summit & Open House 			
(annual research symposium)

ALS Forum has
2,600 members
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A Partnership Designed for
Today’s ALS Patients
In 2007, ALS TDI and MDA, through its Augie’s Quest
initiative, entered into a historic funding and scientific
partnership to accelerate development of effective
therapeutics for ALS. Since then, the Institute has met or
exceeded every scientific milestone to date outlined through
the partnership. Highlights include:

o	Creation of the largest transcriptome database of
the ALS mouse model

o	Integration of two high-throughput robotic units
o 	 Acceleration of ALS biomarker identification via 		
clinical partnerships

o 	Significant expansion of in vitro validation unit
o	Implementation of laser capture microdissection
(LCM) technology

o 	and many others…..
The partnership transcends funding and results in increased
flow of information to the ALS community and creates new
opportunity for collaboration between preclinical and clinical
experts

New Board Members Bring New Passion and Experiences
For a listing of our entire board, please see the inside back cover of this report.

Dr. Stanley Appel is The
Peggy and Gary Edwards
Distinguished Endowed Chair
for the Treatment and Research
of ALS, Dept. of Neurology,
Neurological Institute, The
Methodist Hospital as well as
a Professor of Neurology at
Weill Medical College of Cornell
University and a Professor of
Biochemistry and Molecular
Physiology at Baylor College of
Medicine.
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Alexander Cappello is the
Chairman and CEO of the Cappello
Group, Inc., a boutique merchant
banking company. He has over
twenty years experience in all
aspects of corporate finance,
investment banking, merchant
banking and venture capital
both in the U.S. and overseas.
Alexander is currently part of and
has participated on the boards
of research institutions and
universities.

Leslie Michelson brings strong
leadership and more than 20
years of healthcare experience.
Mr. Michelson has served as a
founder, CEO, investor, advisor
and/or director for a portfolio
of entrepreneurial healthcare,
technology and real estate
companies. Leslie sits on or has
been part of many nonprofit
boards, including the Prostate
Cancer Foundation.

Rob Rodin is the Chairman
and CEO of RDN Group;
strategic advisors focused on
corporate transitions, customer
interface, sales and marketing,
distribution and supply chain
management. Prior, Rodin was
CEO of Marshall Corp. and led
the significant expansion of
that corporation in sales and
distribution.
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Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a
neurodegenerative disease resulting in progressive
paralysis and is considered fatal. The disease
strikes typically without an identifiable cause,
indiscriminately affecting a new family every 90
minutes in the U.S. Currently, there is no known
cure for ALS and only one FDA-approved drug, with
marginal efficacy, for treating the disease. ALS TDI
was created with the sole purpose to stop ALS.

ALS TDI was created with the
sole purpose to stop ALS
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